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Silly walks game level 11

Adele iOS Tips | 23 August 2017 | Walkthrough Silly Walks BY: Part Time Monkey Oy Silly Walks is a one-tap adventure game where everyday-household items have come to life! The evil Blender has kidnapped your friends for later mixing purposes – you have to save them! Silly Walks #Level 11 Boss Hammer Time played by Duzi007.
Available on iPhone, iPad and Android devices! If you liked the video and want to see more Silly Walks gameplays, leave a Like! Do you have another tip or question specific to Silly Walks Level 11? Leave it in the comments below. Adele iOS Tips | Jan 8, 2021 Disney Frozen Adventures BY: Jam City, Inc. Platforms: iOS, Android Disney
Frozen Adventures is a mobile game developed by Jam City, Inc. for iPhone and Androi Read more Adele iOS Tips | Jan 8, 2021 94 Degrees AV: Scimob Platforms: iOS, Android 94 Degrees is a mobile game developed by Scimob for iPhone and Android devices! Watch the video below and learn h Read more Adele iOS Tips | Jan 8,
2021 94 Degrees AV: Scimob Platforms: iOS, Android 94 Degrees is a mobile game developed by Scimob for iPhone and Android devices! Watch the video below and learn h Read more Adele iOS Tips | Jan 8, 2021 Project Makeover BY: Bubblegum Games LLC Platforms: iOS, Android Project Makeover is a mobile game developed by
Bubblegum Games LLC for iPhone and Android devi Learn more Adele iOS Tips | Jan 8, 2021 Project Makeover BY: Bubblegum Games LLC Platforms: iOS, Android Project Makeover is a mobile game developed by Bubblegum Games LLC for iPhone and Android devi Learn more Adele iOS Tips | Jan 7, 2021 Project Makeover BY:
Bubblegum Games LLC Platforms: iOS, Android Project Makeover is a mobile game developed by Bubblegum Games LLC for iPhone and Android devi Learn more Adele iOS Tips | Jan 7, 2021 94 Degrees AV: Scimob Platforms: iOS, Android 94 Degrees is a mobile game developed by Scimob for iPhone and Android devices! Watch the
video below and learn h Read more Adele iOS Tips | Jan 7, 2021 94 Degrees AV: Scimob Platforms: iOS, Android 94 Degrees is a mobile game developed by Scimob for iPhone and Android devices! Watch the video below and learn how to read more Page 2 Page 3 Page 4 Page 5 Page 6 Page 7 Page 8 Page 9 Page 10 Page 11 Page
12 Page 13 Page 14 Page 15 Page 16 Page 17 Page 17 Page 17 Page 118 Page 19 Page 20 Page 21 Page 22 Page 23 Page 24 Page 25 Page 26 Open Mac App Store to buy and download apps. Silly Walks is a print adventure game where everyday household items have come to life! The evil Blender has kidnapped your friends for
later mixing purposes – you have to save them! Play as a Pineapple, Cupcake, Hot Dog, Noodles, or so many other characters. Avoid getting squashed by Meat Hammers, run away from Cheese Grater and don't get cut off kitchen knives! FEATURES- Lots of Silly action!- A bunch of Silly characters to play with!- Challenge your friends!-
Swipe-to-Dash!- Boss levels!- Racing mode!- Endless fun!- iCloud backups!- And much more... Before downloading, be aware This game is super awesome and you will really like it. Jul 11, 2019 Version 1.2.2 Integrated Analysis Tools Wow, this game is great! I've passed all the levels and got all the stars. I was so obsessed with this
game until I finished all levels. I stopped removing it after going through all the levels a second time. This game is my favorite ever and I would love a Silly Walks 2! Please take my advice because I think a lot of other people would like this too! Maybe you can use a few things from the first one as well and add more characters to choose
from. Also, I love this game but on the first Silly Walks I had a hard time beating the bosses. Maybe make them easier or take them out if you do another Silly Walks. I ended up getting through managers after a while but if you make it easier it would be less time. Another thing that you could do differently is perhaps add more levels
because of how addicting this game is! I was so addicting I didn't play anything else and I got through the whole game very quickly so more levels would be great! Thank you very much and I love your work! ❤️ I was looking forward to playing the Silly Walks app as it was on the app stores front page. I downloaded the app and thought it
was good, at first. The app was good then I go into the next level the second level. It was too hard for me of course it might not be difficult for anyone else but it was too hard for me I couldn't get past the waffle iron without getting burned. I tried to dash. It wouldn't work! Just a little hard – at least for me. Second thing. I was looking forward
to this super sweet little foods. I thought oh maybe if I get more food would be easier for me to get pass through certain levels. But when I tried every single watch your video to get this fruit food. Nothing helped! And out was another tip if you look at the app. So I do you spend a lot of time watching stupid videos that are meaningless. The
cubes are very difficult to obtain in my opinion. Please make it easier to get cubes or new characters. If you are actually reading this please reply! I would love to hear your answer but overall I think it's OK. Please, fix this. This game is really a little gem I didn't know what gameplay would be like as I only downloaded 3 games at once to
play while sitting in the car pool to pick up my brother and this game totally surprised me! It's simple but fun, the art style and characters are stylized foods and the risks are different kitchen utensils. Each level revolves around breaking your food friends out of a cage at the end of the level. New dangers are being introduced at a steady
pace and there are also short cinematic for new managers and objects. Really glad I downloaded this game, the ads are evenly distributed and are about 20 seconds each but that farther apart than most games. The characters are easily unlockable and there is also a mini-game that is Racing. Definitely give this game a try if you are
looking for a simple but fun and and Puzzle-ish game. The developer, Part Time Monkey Oy, has not provided any details about its privacy and data management to Apple. For more information, see the developer's privacy policy. The developer must provide privacy information when submitting their next app update. Developer Website
App Support Privacy Policy Silly Walks is a tiered arcade hobbler that sees your edible hero wobbling over a house, backyard and gym in an attempt to save his imprisoned fruit friends. A number of obstacles stand in his way, including meat clubs, vacuum cleaners, apostate tennis ball machines and other googly-eyed household items.
The biggest challenge in avoiding these dangers and staying on top of the sometimes narrow walkways stems from the fact that your character is guided one step at a time, and he spins in circles when they don't move. This requires you to time each step independently and wait for him to spin towards the right direction to turn. Our tips
below offer suggestions on how to master this cumbersome walking style so you can three-star any level. Dash it up even though the game doesn't officially introduce dash mechanics until a few levels in, you have access to it from the very first stage. In addition to pressing to move forward on your other foot, you can swipe to quickly rush
a short distance. Where your dash takes you is determined by the direction you are swiping, not where you are currently facing. At the end of a dash you will end up facing in the same direction as well, so using the dash can not only help you escape danger but also quickly turn in the right direction. It is easy to forget the line because the
meter is only visible when it is replenished. But keep in mind if you're trying to escape a pursuing enemy, dodging under knives or reaching distant objects. You can rush over short gaps, so if you see something on a table without connecting roads, you'll probably need dash to get there. Must go fast If you press in quick succession without
waiting, your character will run in a straight line-most of the time. Since he always rotates, you'll never move in a perfect line, but the art of quick-tap-to-run comes in handy often in Silly Walks. This type of speed pouring is often used in conjunction with the dashboard if you are escaping danger, but it can also be used to adjust your timing
when you come up on an obstacle or to simply cover long distances quickly. The pseudo-run-walk is a bit tricky to pull off, however, so we recommend practicing it in open areas when you're not escaping danger, like a table near the beginning of a level. This will help you get a feel for running so you are ready when you need it. Mission
accepted Each level has three missions that will assign stars after completion: one mission is always simply to complete the scene (Rescue friends, or an action required to do so) while the other two are often optional tasks like collecting sugar cubes or finding a hidden lollishe. It is earned from missions are used to unlock additional steps.
If you complete a mission, it will remain completed indefinitely—even if you die. So, let's say you completed a collect 5 sugar cubes mission on a stage and then died before rescuing your friends. If you play the level, you don't have to collect these sugar cubes again: the mission will remain complete. This comes in handy when you collect
hard to reach items. Play through the level once with a focus on simply finishing it, then go back and complete the remaining missions and simply finish the scene after you've done it. Any sugar cubes you collect, whether for missions or not, also count immediately, so you can pick up cubes and then finish a level without completing it and
the cubes will remain in your inventory. This is an easy way to collect extra sugar to buy new characters. Wait for it. Many of the stages of Silly Walks include cutscenes that show you an important area of the level or an event, like an enemy giving chase. Although you can push to fast forward through these scenes, be careful not to press
too much. Your character keeps rotating during cutscenes, so the direction you were facing before a scene starts won't necessarily be where they're flipped when it ends. Be careful not to press just after a scene until you have confirmed your character's position—especially if they are near a ledge or enemy. ... Keep waiting There are a
number of hostile gloves you have to cross throughout the game, such as meat sticks or butcher knives that you have to go under at just the right moment to avoid being squashed or sliced. Although these enemies will immediately kill you if they land on any part of your character—including his little legs—you can run into them without
being injured. The best way to maneuver under them is by waiting for them to hit the ground, running into their side so that you are as close as possible, then driving under quickly as fast as they lift up. Everyone loves pizza When you have enough sugar cubes to buy another character, we recommend getting one with an obvious front and
back. One of the issues with many of the foods, including Piney and Ramenja, is that it is sometimes difficult to tell which direction they are facing because both sides of the body look about the same. There are some features you can use to distinguish-Piney has a straw sticking out of your back, Ramenja has noodle hair on its left-front
side-but it's easier to just buy a character with very different looking sides. Peppe pizza is our favorite because his front is dotted with pepperonis and his back is a solid brown, making the distinction between the two extremely fast and easy. Bosses and more A number of stages in Silly Walks introduces enemies you need to send before
you reach your friends. If these household hooligans stand between you and the end of the level, the game will usually highlight what you need to do to get rid of them: the camera will pan to a plug that to be disconnected, a fire extinguisher that needs to be picked up, a valve that needs to be switched off. Most of these requirements are
usually met by simply going to the object or area in question and then watching your character do what needs to be done. However, some stages have more optional enemies, and it's up to you to figure out how to get rid of them. Level 9 is one such stage: there is a mission to defeat the vacuum that is chasing you, but you can also just
outrun it to complete the level. To actually beat it, you need to use the green apples strewn across the level. Walk towards a green apple and then around it so it stands between you and the vacuum. (You can also kick the apple if you want to roll it against your stalker.) When the vacuum runs over the apple, it sucks up. The vacuum
pauses briefly while you eat the apple, so even if you're pretty close you should have a second to rush away. Do this with three apples to break the vacuum. Level 11 is the first stand-alone boss fight in the game. It pits your hero against an angry blender in a circular arena. To defeat the mixer, you need to lead him to the X marked near
the center of the stage. Then, quickly head to the right side of the room and tap the bottle marked 5 KG off the edge. This will drop a mallet on the blender as long as he is within the radius of X. The easiest way to get the blender where you want is is by circling around him. He always comes at you from the top-center of the arena to start.
Walk in a large clockwise circle around the outer edge of the arena so he follows you in a smaller circle near the center: you want to be moving around behind him when you go for the 5 KG bottle. You have to hit him with the stick three times to complete the level. Be sure to use your dash when needed, either to escape or to cross the
gap to the bottle. Remember that if you want him to move a certain direction you can just stand still and rotate for a while as he inches closer. There's also a slightly sneakily hidden lollishe on this scene: from the beginning of the level, before you go anywhere, simply rush backwards. There's a box behind you that can't be seen unless you



go to the rear edge of the starting point (or simply dash there). After completing these stages, you should have an idea of how other bos or mini-battles work in the game. There is almost always an object in the scene that will help you defeat an enemy or complete a mission. If anything seems a little eye-catching—like the trail of green
apples—it probably has a purpose. Purpose.
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